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GRAHAMSTOWN, SOUTH AFRICA, April

27, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- St.

Andrews College launched its new

"Digital Dale" project, an initiative that

seeks to revolutionize the way students

learn. Led by former Headmaster Alan

Thompson, Digital Dale was premised

on providing “intelligent” IT resources

to expand access to global educational

resources for Dale learners. 

The project faced twofold: creating new infrastructure and providing abundant data while

respecting educational best practices and curating massive amounts of already-existing free

online educational resources to provide materials that focus on learners’ needs. After doing both

of those, the project generated one final result: geo-localizing Dale through thought-provoking

virtual debates that transcend the boundaries of our school and bringing it to a larger

community through "Digital Dale"—an online student program to be piloted in the UK this school

year.

Alan Thompson was enthused about Digital Dale's daring new venture, saying, "As a cornerstone

of 21st-century learning, we aspire to equip learners with coding and AI abilities in which to build

their life skills." He also added that they are "beyond thrilled" for what this fresh project can offer

their students in the UK.

Digital Dale offers a one-of-a-kind experience for students from all sorts of backgrounds, no

matter if they are within rural African or Asian villages or inner-city neighborhoods with limited

access to advanced technology. Learners will now have the advantage of a virtual classroom,

granting them limitless prospects for educational growth. With its emphasis on coding and

http://www.einpresswire.com


artificial intelligence as essential parts of modern learning, Digital Dale is an irreplaceable asset

for institutes worldwide searching for new ways to enhance their teaching approaches.

St. Andrews College was and will always be delighted with its ongoing work in fostering Digital

Dale and anticipates further developing this innovative platform. Through the utilization of state-

of-the-art IT technology coupled with complimentary online educational materials, Digital Dale

and Alan Thompson see a promising future for generations of students across the world to learn

effectively.
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